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'Hot Air' Accompanies Mayor Hopefuls

/JQ~,

Yesterday a motley assortment
of candidates for mayor
co-rningled with the ·students on
the mall and in the ballroom.
Mayoral candidate Herb Smith
attracted the most attention with
one of the kinkiest displays of
election hunkering ever seen on
this campus. While the rest of the
candidates sat informally behind
their campaign tables in a scarcely
peopled SUB Ballroom, Smith
merged into the mainstream of
the luncheon crowd by inflating a
hot air balloon on the mall and
setting up a microphone with
accompanying barker.
·
••ThiJ is the only hot air Herb
·Smith will be using in his
campaign," the barker cried.
Nonetheless, most of the crowd
was milling around the balloon
more interested in the hot air than
in Herb who was off to the side
talking with a couple .of students.

Herb was trying to ubring back the su1·vival, of Albuque1·que,
the vision." "The.Yision"waslost Smith advocated a mass
earlier this year when Smith was transportation set up that when
ousted from his position as city , seen fl·om above, would lo~k like
manager, To bring it back entails a wheel bisected with an X.
electi~g hi~ as mayor.
. , Min-buses would run thmugh
" y~raou~, adeas make up Smath s residential neighbol·hoods and
v ~ s 10 n. . One of them, not parking would be periphe1·al to
radiCally dafterent fl"Om the rest of the downtown area. · He would
the. candidates, is to increase· also t1·y to encourage car-pool
tourtsm.
incentives like proposing that
"The Convention Center is a 9 industries. give time-off to
mil!ion ~ollar . white elephant," employees who take advantage of
Smtth satd amad the roar of the stocking their cars full of work
balloon's propane torch. "We can· associates.
enlarge the Old Town Historic
When asked about his concern
area and use a shuttle bus to ba·ing for Albuquerque women, Smittl
people ~ack and forth from the talked about instituting' a
Conventaon Center. We should community-wide child care
attract more out of town groups center.
·
,
to the Convention Center."
For all the Herb Smith fans he
Smith also suggested that mentioned that he believ~d J~hn
Lo~as "b~ aesthetically well Irick was being pushed by the
des ag ned'' to further the same group that ousted him
tourist-beguiling charms of earlier this year.
Albuquerque.
While Herb Smith's barker kept
To add to the aesthetics, if not repeating the same "hot air"
A

slogan over and over again, those
students who respected the
low·key approach to politics went
inside the SUB ballroom only to
be confronted with what looked
like the Sunday end of a rag-tag·
convention.
220 pound mayoral candidate
Mike Santullo occupied the most
space, The hefty KZIA disk
joe key is the only candidate to
come out for legalized gambling.
"I have never been arrested,"
he explained to onlookers, hinting
that his Italian background has
caused some skepticism towards
his concern over instituting a state
lottery-his first "love."
"'lbe city is dying," he said.
"We need to attract tourism; we
need mm·c money to finance our
school system."
The lottery-a pollution free
industry-is his answea·, the creme
de Ia creme of his solutions.·HJf taxes go up, the citizen has
no choice," he exclaimed, "With

my lottery, people would walk
around with more money in their
pockets. Fifty cents for a lottery
ticket will not break you."
"The editorial in the Tribune
said I wanted to turn
Albuquerque into a hanky-tonk
town. The chua·ches have attacked
me. But these same people are the
ones who go to play bingo
Saturday night, go to bet on the
hoa·se races the next day, and then
see an X·rated movie that night ..
They don't realize that you can't
legislate morality."
He pointed out, however, that
the legislature would be held
responsible for running a clean
gambling operation.
Saaltullo also advocated
removing the 4 per cent state food
tax and putting a tax increase on
luxury items.
"You can Jive without beer,"
he claimed, "but you can't live
without the essentials like eggs,
(continued on page 2) .
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Laguna~DeV~rgas
By GEORGE JOHNSON
Lobo News Editor

A motion not to close the desk
at Laguna·DeVargas Hall next
year was passed by the Housing
Committee Thursday.
Fifteen Laguna·DeVargas
residents, including the president
of the hall, met with· the
committee to protest the planned
closing of the desk which provides
checkout services to residents on
i terns such as magazines and
sporting equipment. Attendants at
the desk make change for
residents and provide information.
One Laguna-De Vargas resident
at the meeting said that it was ''a
focal center" for the dormitory. It
was to be closed for "budgetary
reasons."
The committee met in March to
decide oil ways to· cut oper~ting
expenses. Decisions were made to
close Onate Hall and Hokona
Dining Hall.
Arter the meeting Assistant
Dean of Students Mary Morell
worked on the Hokona and
Laguna-De Vargas budgets and

suggested that ' certain cuts be
made.
Included in the cuts was a
pt"ovision to close the
Laguna·DeVargas desk and move
it to Santa Clara Hall. This would
have saved $400.
· Currently the Santa Clara desk
is only open three hours a day.
The plan would have increased the
hours tor Santa Clara,
The housing system is
theoretically self-supporting.
Director of Housing Bill Bierbaum
said the cuts were being made to
enable the system to break even
without drastically raising rates.
He said the cuts would not even
cover payment of outstanding
debts and bonds.
Morell did not call a meeting of
the Housing Committee to discuss
her plan to close the desk. After
receiving 173 letters from
Laguna·DeVargas residents she
decided to take the matter to the
committee in Thursday's meeting.
In the March meeting the
committee also voted on an
increase in all dormitory fees that

Desk Will Remain Open

included a $50 "differential" for . not infoa·ming residents of the hall
of the decision.
Laguna·D~Vargas. In other words
"I have to accept responsibility
Laguna-DeVargas residents will
now pay $50 more pet· semester for. not calling a meeting (to
than residents of the other l1alls. discuss closing the desk)," she
This was done, the committee said. eel had to make many, many,
said, because Laguna·PcVargas many cuts. I cut office supplies
and did not call a meeting.
has .superior facilities.
"I did not realize there was
The UNM administ1·ation
such
conccm. We have moved
opposed a larger all-dorm t·ate
faciliti('s in the past," she said.
increase earlier this year.
Bruce Cutler, a committee . Laguna·D('Vargas Pr(lsident
member from Laguna-DeVargas, Rusty Fisher said "the move to
said that moving the desk was Santa Clara HaJJ is totally
"curtailing rather than moving · unacceptable."
One reason Morell had given for
services."
the Laguna~DcVat·gas desk
moving
Earlier Morell had defined her
decision as one "to move rather than the desk at another
hall was security. She said the
services, u he said.
arrangcmPnt
of Santa Clara was
"If you close down our desk
such
that
increasing
desk hours
then there can't be a differential
in cost," Cutler said. He would make Santa Clara safer
complained that the committee from trespassers.
Laguna-DeVargao; is arranged so
was "cutting services and raising
that the entrance to the dorm can
costs."
Morell said she had received be gained without passing the
"overwhelming indication" th~ desk.
Fisher argued that making
the majority of Laguna·DeVargas
residents opposed having their Laguna-DcVargas residents walk
desk closed. She apologized for at night to the Santa Clara desk

would increase the chances of
rat> e.
Morell argued that Santa Clara
residents must now walk
a)>}lroximately the same distance
to another hall when the desk is
closed.
Jim Sobey, a desk WOI'km· at
Laguna·DeVm·gas, said that since
Laguna-DcVa•·gas has moi·e
residents than Sm1ta Clm·a, the
desk should 1·cmain at
Laguna·DeVargas.
An argument followed in which
Laguna·DcVargas residents
complained that Hokona and
Coronado desks stay open until
midnight while their desk now
closes at seven.
Assistant Dean of Housing
Linda Friedman said that was
because Coronado and H()kona
arc ccrnain information centers."
She said they tteed more security
because of their si?.c.
A Laguna·DeVargas resident
said ~«there arc rapes whether the
desk is mataned or not. It was ihe
initiation of student security
(continued on page 2)

Manzano Manke ys
Recaptured In Hills
By MARTIN COLBY
Of The Lobo Staff
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Five fugitives, at large sine(! last
August, were ~captured during a
period from late March to early
April while hiding out in the
Manzano Mountains.
The five; all male juveniles,
gained notoriety by their abiJity
to thwart numerous recapture
attempts. Ranging over ten miles
of state highway 14, they
attracted the attention of Tijeras
. residents, passittg motorists and
students interested itt primate
behavior.
Primate behavior? It turns out
that the escapees we~ research
monkeys fr.om the Lovelace
Foundation reportedly sprung by
a female compatriot named Big
Mama.
Their escapades along the
highway and their ability to
(Photo by Uan Liebelt) sur\'ive through the winter

aroused the attention of two
UNM students, Dan Liebelt and
Lislic Mafit.
During the winter, the simian
fugitives lived at an elevation of
6700' feet, surviving temperatures
ao; low as 12 degt·ees below zero
by sleeping in a huddle on rock
ledges. Some received frostbite on
their ears and taUs-otherwise
they were in excellent health.
Observers commented that the
monkeys were like .. runaway
children having a lark. When they
were not jumping from cliffs to
trees 1 they stuffed ·their cheeks
with juniper berries and prickly
pears.
But all was not rosy among the
colony of fugitives. They wore
tight chain collars that threatened
to strangle them if they continued
in their f~edom. 'lltcir escapades
along the high way were
(continued on page 2)

'WiJd!·Manzano Monkeys Recaptured ...
(continued from page 1)

distracting passing motorists. And
thllir c\IIY·to·day routine (as wll as
their surviv11l) was being
challenged by that troublesome
breed of the primate family,
humans.
Asst. Prof. Jeff Froehlich and

surn.!ptiously placed in their food.
Two weeks passed before the final
holdout was grai;Jbed after beipg
drugged with a tranquilizer dart
gun,
They are presently under the
care of Dr. Phillip Day at the
Animal Resource Facility.
Numerous tests have shown them

Dan Liebelt of the UNM
anthropology department, assisted
by others, decided to close the
noose on the fugitives. For two
weeks, Froelich's wife Pat, made
daily trips to the mountains to
feed the monkeys and gain their
confidence, Four were captured
when tranquilizers were

to I;Je in excellent health,
In a few weeks they will be
released to roam free once again
in an isolated part of New Mexico
owned by UNM. Their ability to
adapt to local environment will bl)
studied in detail.
Froehlich expects their success
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So if you happen to see b11nds 8
of moneys wandering around the
I;Jackroads of New Mexico during
the next couple of years, don't be '<
surpl'ised.
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milk, etc."
This is an easy statement to
make coming from a man who
asserts that, ''I've never been
drunk in my life," Eating is his
vice, and he concedes that he
would have to pay extra for the
delectable gourmet items which
he engl\lts with unai;Jashed relish.
Downtable
. from Santullo was
. James R. Gonzales, another
candidate for Mayor a.nd a UNM
stud'ent. He expressed his mirth, if
not scorn, over Heri;J Smith's
gauche activities.
"Students at UNM ar.e not as
durn b as he thinks we are,"
Gonzales scoffed. "We are the

future leaders."
Gonzales went on to comme.nt
on how all the candidates want to·
increase the number of policemen
in order to stop crime. "We don't
nee d more po Iice, , he said. "We
need the police to do the job they
were meant to do. Instead of
wasting their time ruining some
!tid's life by I;Justing him for pot,
tthey,, should do their job at the
op.
Across from where Gonzales
was sitting was John Irick's
campaign tai;Jie, scattered with'·
posters that read: "John Irick for
mayor ... a Mg man for a I;Jig
job."
John ·wasn't at the table, I;Jut

one of his representatives
answered for him. "John feels
growth is going to come to
Alb
, h
'd "
uquerque,
e sat • and
nobody can stop it."
Surely not John, anyway. As
far as John's stand on women's
rights, it is indeed amazing. He
voted against the national equal
rights amendment because, as his
ghostspeaker explained, "If we
had to raise an army like we had
to do in World War II,. it would
cause difficulties and slow down
the operation."

way or another," the
representative replied.
Ray Baca made a last minute
appearance at Candidate's Day,
but did not escape quickly
enough. Surrounded by a sour
group of students who contested
the good will behind his
involvement in AID (the State
Department's South American
arm of "pui;Jiic help
organizations"). Friend of Dan
Mitrione, who was accused I;Jy the
Tupamaros of teaching Uruguayan
police methods of torture to I;Je
used against political dissidents,
His stand on abortion? ''He's Baca claimed the U.nited States
not pregnant, so I don't know one tried to humanize the police force

and that he never saw "any kind
torture equipment."
Baca was stationed in Brazil
where be trained police. Brazil bas
been accused by the International
Commission of Jurists from
without, and I;Jy Catholic bishops
from within, for carrying on
inhuman torture against the
Indian population that now
suffers from a brutal dictatorship.
"Every Factory Must Be Our
Fortress, Every U11iversity is a
Factory" will I;Je the theme of
a worker-student unity rally
today at 1:30 p.m. on the mall.
Tb e rally is sponsored by
Comite de Mayo 1.

Laguna-DeVargas
(continued {rom page 1)

guards that stopped rapes."
Morell denied that that was the
only reason. She said Hokona's
desk stays open until midnight
bee a use the large lounge and
recreation area need the security.
Laguna-DeVargas and Santa
Clara have no such areas.
At this point a discussion
ensued over whether it would be
possible to retain the
Laguna·DeVargas desk. Morell
said she figured two · dollars an
bo ur for desk attendants.
Bierbaum said the actual figure
should be $1.80.
Morell wondered whether this
difference would account for
enough money to keep the desk
open.
Ralph Sena interjected saying
that everyone was missing the
point of the meeting.
He said everyi;Jody paia the
same housing fees and they should
all receive the same services.
''The services should be
distributed equally to
everybody,"· he said. The 15
Laguna·DeVargas
residents-including Cutler on the
committee-applauded.
Morell said, "we have to deal
with financial reality. This is not a
matter of favoring other
dormitories. Hokona doens't like
losing their dining hall. Onate
doesn't like having their entire
hall closed. Santa Clara doesn't
like to have to leave the dorm to
get their keys."
A motion was then passed to
keep the Laguna·DeVargas deks
open and try to find other areas
to compensate for the money
without raising rates.
Jan Lustig, the committee
member from Santa Clara, said
"Laguna·DeVargas is blind to
what's really happening. "This
university is having financi~l

• •

VP To Decide Soon

problems. The deans are trying to
do their jobs."
Morell interrupted, requesting
that they "stay out of
personalities," and take them up
at another meeting.
"This will only complicate
things," she said.
Cutler asked that a list be
submitted to committee memi;Jers
of where the cuts will be made.
Morell replied, "Do you want
to know about every half·time
maid." "The problem is that I
don '.t understand just how
detailed you want this."

Vice President for Student
Affairs Harold Lavender said
yesterday he has received a
number of complaints about the
administration of the housing
office and will make a decision in
a week or so.
He said he is schedule to talk
to several more people ai;Jout the
situation this week.
"I'm trying to evaluate the
situation." "The matter shouldn't
drag on."

made to President Ferell Heady,
Vice President for Academic
Affaris Chester Travelstead and
Vice President for Business and
Fiance John Perovich.
Lavender said he had assured
fo'isher that he would try to
expedite the matter.

The housing office is charged
with administrating the
dormitories.
Rusty Fisher, president of
Laguna-De Vargas Hall, said be and
four other students complained to
Lavender about "inconsistencies
in hiring and firing" and' a "Jack
of communication" between the
residents and the housing deans.

Dr. M. Sbafi of Dikewood Con>. will
give a public lecture on "Islam: The
ReJlgi.on of Peace•• in the SUB
BaUroom on Fri., May 3 at 7:30 p.m.
Talk win be followed by a question
and answer period. Refreshments will
be served,
1st Banquet for Women Athletes
honoring 100 women In lnte,.colleglate
athletics at UNM at the Hilton Inn on
'fhurs., May 2. Cocktails 6:16 p.n1.
Dinner 7 p.m. and Program at 8 p.m.
Students $5, others $7.50.
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Makers
Indian Jewelry
OLD TOWN

Box 20, Univet·sity P.O., UNM
Albuquerque, N.M. 87131
Editorial Phone (505) 2774102, 277-4202
'fhe Now Mexico Dally Lobo Is publl•hcd Monday throuRh Frl~ ,y every
rt!J.tUiilr week of the University year
t111d weekly during the summer session
b>· the llonr~ or Student Publications or

the University of New fllexico, and is
noL finnnciniJy ussoC!ioted with UNM.
Second clruuJ ))ostngc paid nt J\lbuquer ..
taue, New Mexico 87131. Subsrription
rate Is $7.50 for the ucndemic year.
Tht' opinion~ exprt'Ascd on the edf ..
toriaJ pn~te!l or The Daily Lobo 1lTt'
those of the nuthor solely, Unsigned
Ol)iniort i!'C that or the editorfoJ bonrd
ol 'l'he Daily Lobo. Nothing printed In
'fhe! Daily Loho nec~nrily reprcscnlt1
th(' Vil!'\\"S of tht:! University or New
Me,.;ieo.

Fisher said complaints had boon
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SUMMER .JDBS
How would you like to earn 52,448.00 this
summer?

IS

Seldom

Are you tired of the "run-of-the-mill" type
jobs?

Do you sometimes want to reach out to others? Most people do, but
perhaps God has specially touched you. 11te Dominican Sisters of the
Sick Poor try to recognize each person's unique ca ll~so we have made
the requirements for joining us as flexible as possible.

How would you like to work in a different part
of the country this summer?

We offer you the opportunity to live with us, work with us, pray with
us ilmong the people we serve. This will allow you the atmosphere to
discern and evaluate your call.

Call for Varsity Eagle-266-7909

~~-~~-G~-~~S&iuaiK·~·~:!III!,;··t,_,~::,..;~~~~::.C:~

I. If. . . .

New Mexico
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you want to know ·
-who to contact
-what to do
-where to go
-about pulllicity for your
student organization I

r
~
1
organ:za :on
"
t ___
_ __
1

~
'

I
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ASK your ASUNM Public Relations ~ommitteel •

- .

representative
phone number·
return to

P.R, COMMITrEE
Room 248, S,U.B.

P.~w::-·~~~•:*<~_.rn•u•c~--~c~~)!ICS'.~:.JI!C!llk,....,J.a-..:

.
1
I

1
i1

,J.

Our Mission is to the poor, but to a special category of the poor: the
sick. There are many ways for you to serve the poor and the sick. We
welcome you to , . • "Come and see"

OOmlniCGn SISt€RS 0~ th€ SICk POOR
~IAIIIAXI)ALil

OSSIXIXC, XEil' YOIIK 1051!2

Dear Sister,
I would like to know more about the opportunities you offer for
sharing. in your work.( understand there is no obligation.
NAME--------~----------------------------------

AODRESS----------------------------------~------CITY------------S'fA'fE________ zJP CODil. _ _ __

PHONE
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Nixon Offers TranscriPts Jrl'stead Of t-ap·e·s··

....
i

to demonstrate the possibility of z
b r e e d i !l g m o n k e y s . i n· a ~
a::
free-ranging colony.
··

'Hot Air' Accompanie-s Hopefuls • • •
(continued from page 1)
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WASHINGTON
(UPI)-President Nixon plans a
compromise to give the House
impeachment inquiry edited
transcripts of subpoenaed
Watergate tapes and allow the
ranking members of the judiciary
committee to check the
transcripts against the tapes, it
was disclosed Monday,
But committee Chairman Peter
W. Rodino, D·N.J., said he would
reject such an offer, which was
disclosed by highly ·placed
sources. "We will accept no less"
than the tapes in unaltered form,
Rodino said.
Nixon arranged to state his case
on nationwide radio and television
at 9 p.m. EDT in what was
ex ected to be a 30·minute
address. Speaker Carl Albert and
national Democratic chairman
Robert S. Strauss both criticized
the president for using television
to gather public support in his
battle against impeachment.
Working under a 10 a.m. EDT
Tuesday deadline to reply to the
eomm it tee's subpoena for 42
White House tape recordings,
Nixon planned tq sweeten his
offer of edited transcripts
I;Jy inviting Rodino and Rep.
Edward Hutchinson of Michigan,
the committee's ranking
Republican, to ensure the veracity
of the transcripts I;Jy listening to
the tapes in private.
Disclosing in advance some
details of Nixon's offer, officials
said the president would make the
transcripts available to the general
pui;Jiic as well as to the
committee-but with, course
I anguage, national security

matters and what Nixon considers
irrelevant material edited out.
Nixon's televised address
responded to a sui;Jpoena from the
judic'iary committee, which
demanded 42 tapes of
conversations Nixon had with
White House aides I;Jetween Feb.
20 and April 18, 1973-a period
when the Watergate coverup was
coming unstuck,
Nixon's television appearance
was part of a major effort to win
public support for his assertion be
had no part in the Watergate
burglary coverup, and it came at a
time when White House officials
were expressing guarded optimism
the tide of public opinion had
turned in the president's favor.
The acquittal Sunday of former

cabinet officers John N.·Mitchell
and Maurice Stans on charges
r·elated to 1972 campaign
contrii;Jutions fed that optimism.
But som'e congressmen reacted
angrily I;Joth to the substance of
Nixon's offer, as disclosed dul'ing
the day, and to his use of
television in presenting it .
"I don't see why he should
describe his answer to the
(judiciary) committee on
television unless he is trying to get
public support," said Speaker Carl
Albert, D·Okla.
"There should not be
'supermembers' who have access
to evidence not available to other
members of the House," said Rep.
Charles Rangel, D·N.Y.
White House sources said

Nixott's plan was an effort to
supply the committee the
information it needs while also
preserving some of the
confidentiality Ni/(on insists is
Rap sessions on contracaption
and/or se~uality at Student He;llth
Center, Rm. 220, Tuesdays, 2-4 p.m.

Applications arc now being accepted
lor the ASUNM Lobby Committee anil
the ASUNM Speakers Committee, The
committees will be op~rating during
the ~mmer. Applications are available
in the ASUNM Student G.ovemment
Oflice, second flpor or the SUB.

necessary to a free flow of
consultation between himself and
his policy·making aides.
Nixon work!!d out his plan over
the weekend at his CamP !)avid,
Md., mountain retreat.
His chief of staff, Gen.
Alexander M. Haig, said the
president would make public
sufficient evidence "to tell the
complete story of WatergQte in
terms of his actions and
knowledge."

There 1vill be a mectlng today of the
AS UNM Presidential Appointments
Committrc to consid~r the
ap poinimcut or Stt'VC Shrocdet' as
chairperson of the Popular
Entcrtainm~nt Committl'c. The
mccoting is at 5 u.m. upstairs in the
SUB.

10% off entire stock
with this coupon

Roach Ranch ~est
120 Vale SE
10am-10 m

Air Force RO IC...

The college scholarsh
•

prog

with fringe

benefits..

Local Stores
Give Discount
The ASUNM office of Research
and Consumer Affairs bas
compiled a list of 22 Albuquerque
business that will give discounts to
UNM students,
Students have to show their
!D's to the merchants who have
the final say as to whether they
will actually discount a specific
item.
Sale items, Fair Trade items,
gas and oil, and "sundry items
that have a low profit margin"
will not be discounted.
All discounts are 10 percent
except for Burke's Pharmacy
which gi-ves a 20 to 30 percent
discount and Big-0-Tires (5200
Central SE) and Loi;Jo Shoe ShoJ?
which gi-ve five percent and
G I enn 's VW and Jeanette&
Originals which give 15.
Strong's Stationery gives 10
percent discounts on purchases of
$5 or more. Sound World will
only discount eash purchases. At
Flowers for You you get five
percent off unless you buy $10 or
more.
Ather discounts nre offered at:
A~e Auto (5913 Central NE),
Burton Paint, Centerline Photo,
Dick's Record Roundup, Eagle
Optical, House of Lamps, Joseph's
Indian Curio Shop, La Fama,
Lafayette Radio Electronics,
Liken Jewelers, Lucky Pizza,
Mercury. Dry Cleaners,
Stereophonic, and Sue's Hobbies
and Crafts.

.
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Ked a Ride?
Use Lobo want ads to find
a ride or riders home this
summer.
Last Lobo Issue
Friday, May 3
Getiton!

Some people might need to be coaxed with more than a full college scholarshiptojointheAirForceROTC. So, iffreetuition, laqand incidental fees
aren't enough ... the Air Force offers a monthly allowance of $100.00,
tax-free, in your junior and senioryears.
And free flying lessons to those qua Iified provide the most exciting fringe
benefit of all.
Interested?

Contact Major Austin
University of New Mexico
Corner of Yale & Roma

277-4502
Find Yourself A Scholarship In Air Force ROTC.
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The distinctive sound and look
of pop music by the Collegiate
Singers· will hit northwestern New
Mexico May 2·3, the New Mexico
Union balh·oom May 5, and the
Kiwanis of Albuquerque Antique
and Classic Car Show May 12.
But before then much of the

~

Managing Editor

state's television audience can
catch an innovative act that has
drawn standing ovations
everywhere the 30 performers
have been. J{NME-TV (Channel 5)
will telecast the Collegiate Singers
at 7:30 p.m. tonight and at 8;30
a.m. tomorrow.

as the music coming out of the
"EARTH"
other room takes my attention
;;.. Vange)is 0,
away.
:;j . (Vertigo/Vel-1019)
My roommates sit transfixed in
~
****
fwnt of ihe stereo like idols
8
By JEFFREY HUDSON
·~
Watching the sunset, the glow listening to the chimes of gods.
Vangelis 0. Papa thanassiou's
~ radiating, vibrating with the sound
album,
"Earth," is enthralling the
The UNM Fol/zsong Club, a
Pottery
Sandpaintings
ii: coming from the stereo in the
Authentic
Indian
group wllich recently di.~played
Ql
other room; c.rimson images room, a sunset in music.
Baskets
Findings
As the music fades so docs the their talent in the Gallo boycott
Z flicker in the corner of my eye,
Rugs
Handmade Jewelry
Rocks
u:.·
I am reading Henry Miller's sun. A chill sets in and my feet effort, will once again hit the
llli!Sical benefit trail with to11ight's
t, "Big Sur and the Oranges of grow cold.
I hastily hunt for a pencil and [ · Clearwater concm·t. Slated to I'II/I
Zuni & Navajo
!:!! Hieronymous Bosch," I am at the
good part near the end where remember writing this: "Earth" {rom 6:30 to 10 p,'m, in the SUB
Miller is telling us about the composed by Vangelis 0. (lyrics theater, proceeds {rom the event
finicky Frenchman who has come by R. Dassin) is a dazzling rain in will be used to aid the sloop
·your face. A burst. of new planets, ·Clearwater and its fight against
to stay with him i.n Big Sut·.
I put the book down in my lap swirling, mingling in a galaxy of pollution of the Hudson River,
sound, in enchanting jazz The Fo/11songClubpromiscssome
324 SAN FELIPE, N.W. ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO 87104
virtuosity.
fine music, as well as a filmstrip
A blend, a mixture of music: featuring narration and music by
OlD TOWN PLAZA
PHONE 765-1714
East fudian,
Amerian
Japanese,
Greek,
Moody fudim,
Blues ~R~et~e~S~e~q~e~~~-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
standing in city shadows.
Vangelis 0. prologues each
refrain, each chorus before going
into an (American) Indian chant
under ancient Greek harmonies or
kettle drums reverberating over a
city of sound street noises. A
sound so rich, so right.
-_....,,__ ..... ...
.........,.
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Scott Eaton

News Editor
George Johnson
Conserve paper-give this paper to a friend.

Once again the ASUNM Senators are becoming entangled by
personality conflicts in trying to reach a decision as to the validity of
appointing Steve Schro!lder the Chairperson of PEC. Charges are being
made by members of the committee &gainst Schroeder which state in
effect that he would be incompetent. But we haven't seen any solid
evidence as to what kind of job he would do.
Noel Gorden has said Schroeder never appeared at concerts ... but
the fact is he attended several. Anything else is Gorden's guess.
Rodney Lujan doesn't think Schroeder is responsible. We'd like to
know on what facts Lujan is basing his judgment.
Dave Pederson said: "I don't think Steve can act in a mature way."
That must be Mr. Pederson's idea of a solid testimonial.
In view of the disparity, the Lobo cannot support Schroeder. We
suggest Pres. Gonzales withdraw his appointment since it is apparent
that Schroeder will not be able to work with the members of PEC this
summer if they are so set against him. And with some major shows
upcoming-the Allman Brothers, the Stadium concert,-the operation
of PEC would be hampered.

By HOWARD FIELDS
WASHINGTON (UPI)-There are five main reasons why
some House Judiciary Committee members reject President
Nixon's reported plan to let two ranking committeemen
listen to the subpoenaed tapes.
Nixon's plan, revealed Monday, differs in one key respect
from a compromise promoted by Republicans on the
impeachment panel: the president would allow only
Chairman Peter W. Rodino, D·N.J., and Rep. Edward
Hutchinson of Michigan, the committee's ranking
Republican, to verify the edited tape transcripts by
listening to the tapes.
The Republican compromise would have had John M.
Doar, the committee's special counsel, and Albert Jenner,
its chief Republican counsel, check the tapes as well.
The first reason Nixon's offer is unacceptable, according
to those who oppose it, is that Rodino and others have
repeatedly stated they W01J.Id accept nothing less than the
tapes themselves in response to the subpoena. There is some
feeling tbey must make that demand stick.
Second, the White House offer would not release the
tapes to the custody of the committee. Therefore, the panel
would have no way of determining whether the tapes had
been tampered With.
Third, for Rodino and Hutchinson to listen to 42
conversations covering about 26 hours would be too much
of a drain on their time at a point when t\te committee is
ready to begin its hearings.
.
•
Previously, it took committee staffers more than a
month to listen to 19 tapes of undisclosed duration.
Fourth, the written word often neglects to carry with it
the inflections and nucances of the spoken word. It would
he doubtful that Rodino and Hutchinson alone could
aecurately interpret those inflections and nuances.
Fifth and probably most important, those two men head
the co~mittee but they are not part of the investigative
unit 'itself. They lack the background in the investigatiott
that Doar and Jennet· have.
For that reason, they might not understand some of the
subleties and references to critical dates made in the edited
portions and would have a different impression of some
statements made out of context with the rest of the
investigation.
Rep. 'William S. Cohen, R·Maine said: "They would
require cousel to give them guidance."
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Thanks To The Helpful People
Dear Editor:
·As a few individuals on this vast
campus might remember, in
early-to-mid April the Spring
General Election was held to vote
on ASUNM officials, the 1974-75
budget, and constitutional
amendments. And, to one's
surprise, there were many
individuals who had a genuine
interest with the election, and
these individuals devoted much of
their time and "good·faith
efforts" to this cause. Although
the majority of students at this
campus do not appreciate or even
care' about all the persons who
helped in this election, there is a
small group of people who greatly
appreciate their time and efforts
for the election: The Elections
Commission. Without the patience
and desire of these eighty-two
people to stay with us, no matter
what happened, this past election
might not have survived. This list,
at its t~emendous size now, is still
incomplete. There are many
persons who helped but their
names were not listed. To these
people, I sincerely apologize for
not getting your names, but you
are definitely included in our
thanks and appreciation.
I · wish to •t han k these
individuals for the time
consuming and tedious job of
counting ballots as well as working
·t.he polling stations: Mike
Benavidez, Cindie Bennett, Phil

.
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Pat Benton, Bill Koogler, Annetta
Barnes, Randy Gins, Phil York,
Ross Perkal, and members from
the Student Court: Chief Justice,
Barbara Simm~>ns, justices Ray
Montez, and John Koogler. A
special thanks goes to ASUNM
secretaries Sue Pickett and Lenore
Mclaren.
I wish to also recognize the
following for their determined
and valorous cooperation with
Elections Commission during the
election. The strained and critical
circumstances under which these
and the others were placed put an
enormous I!Jad on them that was
unnecessary, The Elections
Commission would like to express
all our appreciation and gratitude
for these people sticking with us:
Paul Gooris, Larry Hanna,
Debbie Melton, Arlene Cinelli,
Gail Gillespie, Donna Schultz, Sue
Leland, Dave Ragsdale, Cindy
Davis, Bruce Keppers, Roy Boyd,
Sharon Farag,her, Phyllis
McMahon, Steve Needler, Amy
Shaeffer, Nancy Be II, Vicki
Brown, Desna Merritt, Julie
Muldower, Jamie Barnhill, Steve
Hanan, Keri Dalin, Denise Sussex,
Liz Knudson, Kathy Watkins,
Robert Gorham, Trudy Scharaga,
Eileen Silva, John Hordger, Dawn
Robinson, Debbie Larson, Sue
McKee, Scott Leiter, Louise
Mendius, Kitty Bell, Linda
Eckhardt, Michelle Capin, Janet
Willis, Diane Kerr, Porter Hall,
Mary Ann Norwood, Kay
Nahloveski, Tina Ortega, Carol

Campbell, Cathy Gieseking,
Margaret Moses, Darcy Vineyard,
Paul Westcamp, Debbie Schwiff,
, Lou Ortiz, Marty Padilla, Debbie
Nielson, Toby Flatow, Roger
Makin, Mike Barkhausen, Erin
McDaniels, Ellen Robinson, Carol
Khoury, Janet Bell, Terry
Newsom, Nancy Barron, Nancee
Johnson, Albert Leffler; Tish
Hart.
In addressing many students
who ( 1) probably didn't even
bother to vote in the election and
{2) who blatantly continued to
criticize and ridicule the Elections
Commission and ASUNM prior,
throughout and after the election:
I felt annoyed with these
accusations and charges that were
made by people with inadequate
and insufficient grounds and
knowledge about what was
actually happening with the
election. I feel these people, if
they wish to continue
complaining about this past
e Ie ct ion ilnd future elections,
should commit themselves to
joining the Elections Commission
or another ASUNM committee so
they know exactly what is going
on within an election or ASUNM.
Then, and only then, may the
querulous individuals voice their
concise, constructive criticims to
the Elections Commission or
ASUNM.
Robin Willett
Chairperson
Elections Commission

Presidential Appointment Amazes Him
The appointment of Steve
Schroeder to chairman of an
important committee such as
P.E.C. greets me with amazement.
We have been told that he has the
necessary qualifications, has the
experience, and he has a plan.
·Qualifications for this job are
tough. One must be able to deal
with people, know who the
people are that one must deal·
with, and have the proper attitude.
in dealing with these people. Steve
Schroeder qualifies only on the
first count. He has unconcerned
himself with the dealing of P.E.C.
and unless he has E.S.P. he can
have little idea of who he has to
deal with. Steve Schroeder

believes that the promoters don't
need U.N.M. and would probably
o prate on that basis, .whereas
U.N.M. owns the two largest
available concert facilities for two
hundred miles. Tell me, who
needs whom?
As far as experience goes, if
P.E.C. ever needs someone to
watch a concert, he will obviously
be the most experienced one for
the job. On the other hand, if we
need someone to set up and run a
concert I'm afraid we should look
elsewhere. (We won't have to look
very far.)
As for his plan let me say that I
also have a plan, quite a few of
them as a matter of fact. However

I don't have the experience to pull
many of them off. I want to
welcome Steve Schroeder to my
club.
This situation sounds very
familiar to me. Is this
appointment based 'on
qua Iif ications, experience, and
insight or is it based on loyalty? Is
the fact that the president and the
appointee are friends from the
business school of any matter?
I respectfully suggest to
President Gonzales that he
withdraw his nomination of Steve
Schroeder and submit the name of
someone Who has shown more
devotion than Steve Schroeder has
shown.
Randy Wright
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DO YOU NEED
CASH?

Burns Snares
Gig at Keller
The UNM Department of Music
will feature jazz drummer Roy
Burns during the UNM Jazz Band
Concert Wednesday; May 1, at
8:15p.m. in Keller Hall.
Jazz critics have called Burns
• • one of the greatest jazz
drummers of our time." He has
performed with television studio
orchestras, "big" bands such as
Stan Kenton's and Woody
Herman's. The selections he will
play during the concert were
written especially !'or him by Dick
Grove, a prominent West Coast
composer· arranger.
Tickets are available at the door
for $1.50 for as long as they last.

**********
Happy birthday, Willie Nelson,
Johnny Horton, Merrill Osmond,
&Bobby Vee.

**********

Earn $ 10 a week
aonate twi'ce weekly

BIG BOY

I

: BLOOD I
:PLASMA;
.
.

FAMILY RESTAURANT
.----------------------------~

INFLATION DEFLATOR COUPON #I

DONOR CENTER

BREAKFAST COUPON

8amto5 pm
Tuesday-Saturday

,

DOCTOR IN
RESIDENCE

FREE

WITH EACH #2 BREAKFAST PURCHASE
I

I

842-6991!
Albuquerque
1307 Central NE

!

2713 Central N.W.

GOOD ANYTIME!

I

PER ORDER

(No Substitutes)

ENTERTAINMENT NIGHTLY
Monday, Tuesday & Wednesday
Folk Dancing Instructed
6 to 9 p.m.

.
UNM

Credit .............................................
Total ~···········································

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ .-i _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

'loid offer MayS, 1974

INFLATION DEFLATOR COUPON #3
INTRODUCTORY OFFER

i

SPAGHETTI DINNERITALIAN STYLE

Reg. t.9s

$125

I

I
I
I

I

J

Phone 242-0000

Total ...•••.••.•.•.•...•••.••..•••..•..••••••.
·oate & Initials ............................

(With CouponNo Substitutions)

BIG BOY HAMBURGER COMBINATION
WITH EACH BIG BOY COMBINATION
PURCHASED ONE COUPON
Sale Amount ...................................

With Authentic Boosouki Music and Greek Folk Dances

Try our family Restaurant
602 Central SW

Sale Amount •••.••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Credit •.••••••••••••.•.•••••••••••••••••••••••

V9id after May 5, 1974

FREE

GREEK NIGHT CLUB

professional belly
dancers from the
middle east

~--~----------------,

-----------------------------INFLATION DEFLATOR COUPON #2
UNM

ZDRBI\"S
LUNCH & DINNER SERVED DAILY
featuring Authentic Greek Cuisine
and a complete American Menu
also
Cocktails & Imported Greek Wines,
with Aperitifs

Served 'til
11 a.m.
only

Two Eggs, any style,
Hashed Brown Potatoes
French Toast,
Syrup and Butter.

,

ONE COUPON PER ORDER
(No Substitutes)

WEDNESDAYS & SUNDAYS
I UNM GOOD ONLY
Void ofter May 5, 1974

Credit ........ ~~~·, •.•••••••••..• ~ .................

Total .....••••..••••.•.••
Dale & Initials ••.•
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Bill-Boy BecOmes 'Waltons' Star
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Decides on· Hometown

Kansas St. Not For Cacy
By DEL JONES
Lobo Sports Editor

lt 's been three weeks now
since the national letter of intent
day for basketball, and the Lobos
now have signed two players, both
from within the state. (The
national letter of intent day is the
date at which high school seniors
may sign but do not have too. )
The latest signee is 6-6 Norm
Cacy from two year state champs
Manza~;~o High of Albuquerque,
Cacy joins Clovis grad Steve Davis.
"I finally decided to go to
UNM because it's in my
hometown," said Cacy. "I was
seriously considering Kansas State
but I decided not to go out of
New Mexico."
Cacy's father, Norm Cacy Sr.
was elated to see that his son was
planning to go to UNM. "Sure I'm
glad he's going to play here,'' said
Cacy senior, "Now I can see him
play!"
. ' Norm Cacy Senior explained
that he has not missed one of his
son's games in' the last couple of
years except when he played in
out of town tournaments.
"It's kind of hard to take off
from work three days," explained

haven't had too much practice
Cacy Senior.
Cacy Jr. praised the Lobo shooting from the outside since I
coaching staff for his decision to played mostly center for
come to UNM although he said Manzano,
"I hope I haven't stopped
"Kansas State also has excellent
growing. I'd like to be 6-8, or 6-10
coaching."
·
·
"Kansas St. has the 30 second for that matter,"
Besides UNM and Kansas State,
clock which I'm not sure whether
I'd like. I'd probably get used to it Cacy was contacted. by Texas
and maybe even like it, but I Tech, Las Vegas Nevada, Wichita
think I'll stick with the game I've . State, Taylor, North Texas, and
West Texas.
been playing in high school."
"I visited them all except for
Play like he did in high school
is all Ellenberger and crew could 'North and West Texas," said
ask for. Cacy averaged 21.8 points Cacy. "I cancelled out on those
and 14.0 rebounds a game playing two trips.''
Assistant coach Ron Becker did
mostly center for the Manzano
Monarchs. In one game against most of the leg work acquiring
Hobbs the 180 pounder sank his Cacy with Norm Ellenberger and
Assistant, Dennis Hodges signing
career high of 41 points.
Over the last three years, Cacy him.
Ellenberger has called Cacy one
has scored 1844 points and for
the past two seasons, has been of the finest players to come out
named all-state, all-city, and of New Mexico. Despite Cacy's
admitted inadequacy in defense,
All-America.
Even with those credentials, Ellenberger expects him to
Cacy doesn't expect to start for become a great defensive forward
the defending WAC champ Lobos perhaps along the lines of Mark
his first year.
Saiers, also a graduate of
"I hope to get in as much Manzano.
playing time as possible though,"
Unsure of his major, Cacy says
said Cacy. "1 have a lot to learn at he's considering business.
defense and in some other areas. I

Net persons Go ~-3 On Road
By GREGORY LALIRE
Executive Sports Editor

Despite losing thre!! of five
matches in Greeley, Colo. last
week, Linda Estes, UNM's
intercollegiate women tennis
coach, was not at all disappointed.
The netters got off to a good
start on their first day of
competition, Thursday, blanking
Colorado State College ( 9-0) in
the morning . and edging Utah
State, 5-4, in the afternoon.
In their last three matches,
however, UNM could win but one
individual match. Friday, BYU
defeated Estes' netwomen, 9-0,
and Colorado bested them 8-1.
Saturday morning, Arizona
knocked off UNM, 9-0.
"I was really pleased with the
way the kids played," Estes said.
"The matches were a lot closer
than the scores indicate. In the
Arizona as well as the Colorado
meets a lot of the matches went
three sets; just none of them went
our way.
"We played well, and the teams
we played, played well, too,"
Estes was particularly pleased
with the performance of junior
Marian Brown at number six
singles. Brown was the only Lobo
to win against Colorado,
"She won three of her matches
and lost two," the coach said.
"The improvement I've seen •in
her play this year is just
outstanding. She is probably the
most improved player on our
team."

Estes added that Joanne
Boehning, UNM's number one
singles player, also looked good.
Boehning won 'just two matches,
but two of her three losses were in
three sets.
"With a little luck we could
have turned some of those scores
around," Estes said.
' ' UNM's netters leave
Wednesday for Provo, Utah where
they will take part in the
conference championships. The
team is in the Western Tennis
Conference, which was born just
last fall. The idea of the new
conference came from Arizona
State's tennis coach, Ann Pittman,
and three other women
coacl)es-BYU's Ann Valentine,
Northern Colorado's Rosemary
Fry, and UNM's Estes-helped her
get it off the ground.
The schools that belong to the
WAC in men's athletics are in the
conference plus some other.
schools in the Southwest. Estes
said there are plans to include
Texas schools (like Odessa and
Trinity) next year.
· As for this year, Estes rates
ASU as the class of the Western
Tennis Conference.
"I feel ASU has the best
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women's tennis team in tbe
nation," Estes said. "I don't
anticipate anyone knocking ASU
off in the conference
championships. There are a good
set of teams in there behind ASU
including New Mexico,
"Since we lost all those
matches that went three sets last
weekend, we plan to win them
this weekend."
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9 Gridders Awarded
Eight Lobo football gridders
and one part time gridder were

•

'

Purple People Eater: Norm Cacy's Purple Pride will soon be changing
to Wolf Pack Pride as he moves from State Champion Manzano to
WAC Champion UNM.
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Goodson, Good Back
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honored for tlleir spring practice
performances:
*Outstanding defensive
player-End Greg Jones .
*Outstanding offensive
player-Center Curtis Akins.
*Most improved defensive
back-Cornerback Dave Lloyd.
*Most improved
line backer-David Thompson,
*Most improved defensive
lineman-Don Block.
*Most improved receiver-Tight
end Pete Robison.
*Most improved offensive
lineman-Rick HaurY.
*Most improved offensive
back-Chester Goodson.
*Most courageous Lobo-Jim
Boggio, the Paper Lobo
Eight of these players were given
trophies at Saturday night's
Cherry-Silver football game, while
Boggio· got a real live ADA-like
football autogr&phed by all the
guys.
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A NEW FACE IN
CITY· GOVERNMENT
UNM's Own

Becoming a physician is a tremendous
satisfaction.
Let us give you the job satisfaction
that should go with it.
,
Whether you're still in medical school with the the Air.Force does not, He finds hisofficeestablished
rigors of three to five years of graduate medical edu- for him. Supplies and equipment readily available.
cation still to be faced, or are already a practicing He has many options available to him when treating
physician, it's our opinion that the Air Force can patients. For example, hecanconsolrwith Air Force
offer both professional and personal satisfaction specialists. He also has referral to other Air Force
facilities via aeromedical evacuation. Last, but not
hard to duplicate in civilian life.
An overstatement? Not if you consider the least, are the satisfactions that come With having
the opponunity for regular follow-ups, and a missed
specifics.
Take the problem of graduate medical educa- appoinunent rate that is practically nil.
lion.ll's a period of your life the Air Force can make
Whether you are already a physician, or soon to
considerably easier with comfortable salary and liv- become one, you might find it extremely interesting
ing conditions.
to find out what the Air Force has to offer. We think
Creature comforts aside, the Air Force offers it could be.a real eye-opener. Ifyou'll mail in thecou·
professional advantages, Besides receiving training pon, we'd be happytosendyou detailed information.
in your own specialty, you'd be in contact with
physicians in all of the medical specialties. You'll
-----~------,
Airt:'ol'(c
Ooourtuliiilcs
C .. CW..34
. function in an environment which is intellectually rP.O.
Hox AF'
stimulating and professionally challenging.
Vcotiii,IL61614
Not all physicians pursue poSt residency fellowl'lcas.: stnd me information on the Ait 1-'orce Ph)·sidan Pw•
ships. But if you are interested, !he Air Force congram, I undcrsuu1d there is nu obtigatior1.
ducts them both in-house and at civilian institutions.
Nam<
·
S•• !Ml~(l'l_l
The physician already in practice can look for·I'IH'>t Pr•nr.
ward to olher things. If you want training in the
Ad~r""--------~----practice of the medicine of the future, you'll find it
tn the Air Force. For eMample, there's emphasis on ~C~
groUp medicine and preventive medicine, and the
StoUt
7.1p
Phon·e
growing specialty of "family physician." Whatever
S04.•, Sec. N
OoHco(Birth
your intercost, there are few specialties which are not
being practiced in today's Air Force.
Health Care at its best.
The physician starting his practice in civilian
life has to take into account the cost of setting up an
office. The physician commencing his practice in
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The Studio Gallery
400 San Felipe N. W.
Old Town
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By T. V. JOCKSON
If the athletes ever meet their
There is a saying in the wort d second callings, the TV picture
of entertainment growing more would be most interesting. Some
and ·more prevalent; Every of the shows best episodes· might
professional athlete considers · look like this:
It Takes a Thief-Lou Brock is
himself an actor at heart. They
consider acting their second told to steal a base against the
Reds.
calling.
The Waltons-To be alone with
Aren't their sports C(\reers
few select
preparing them for it? The his thoughts and
cameras are alway~ on them and friends in a northwest
everyone knows that the really comm unc-those are Bill-Boy's
spectacular plays are made on plans upon graduating from
national television. Curt Gowdy UCLA. But hounding Trailblazers
and Hot Rod Hundley are always and Conquistadors holding
giving them the needed exposure. contracts and bags of money
Of course there are Jimmy along with pet·sistent scr.ibes turn
Brown and Timmy Brown and Joe his peaceful plans into endless
Namath in the movies, but there tense encounters.
Police Story-Duane Thompson
are also athletes who have gotten
into the somewhat less glamorous gets busted in ·Dallas and' is
tracked down by the police in San
TV end of tbe acting profession.
People like Rasey Grier, Don Diego where he avoids
Meridith, Bob Gibson, Roman incriminating himself by not
Gabriel, Bobby Riggs, Alex Karras, saying anything.
Mary Tyler Moore-Mary is
Ben Davidson ... and that's not
even counting those who show up granted an exclusive· interview
with Joe Namath. who somehow
on the Tonight Show.
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CiTy CouNcilMAN

Elect a person who knows and is concerned with
the special problems of the UNM community.
I
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CLASSIFIED

ADVERTISING

Hn t~s: 10~ per word per day with a prior to insertion of advertisement,
Where; J our11alism Building, Room 206,
or b!l mail
CIBBaified Advertising
minimum ~hnrA'c for ads published five
UNM P.O. Box 20
nr mor•• t'OilH'<'Uth·c da>·s.
Albuquerque, N.M. 87131
T<•rms: PaYlllcl1t must be made in full
$1,\hl · Jlrr lin>· minimum charge, or 6C
Jl<'r "'''r'l per llny with a GOt' Pl1r day

3)

PERSONALS
EXl'I.:RH!N<.'f~D Pitotorrrnt~hcr wnnts ~om

,larl"·oom anrl MI.UPmcnt to rent
ftw the :n1mmcr. Cnll 243·7212.
W ANTJ;;D: Litcrnry critic for my' revolutionnr~· WOI1H'II'S lib mnnuscJ:Ipt. Must be
opcn-ntilHiell nnd scientific. Will share
hook roynltics nftcr publicntion. E.S., 205
C<Jiumbilt SE, #5.
li/~
NARCOTICs ANONYMOUs T.ONlGHT:
7 :30 Cnntcr£,ury Chapel, 425 University,
Nl'~. l11f!r-Sil8·5107.
4/30
WON'T
PLEASE, please help me'/
. Find a 2-bdrm home, fairly cheap, maybe
close hi UNM. Quickly! We will lJe outron
the l'trec~ by June 11 Call 2.66-3433 if
>'OU kJ'iOW of 1\UCh 1\ pla(:c,
li/3
RIDE NEEDED: · Miami or anywhere
Fla. May 14 approx. 268-6639.
li/3
DID YOU ATTEND the party •t lilZ Vas·
snr SE, Sat. 4/20 'l The white Samoyed
that was chained in front of housll was
missin~ Inter that nite. Jf you have any
idea · a& ·to whnt happe11ed to him,
PLEASE call 266-2608. Reward for any
info leading to his return, Desperate I
6/2
WOLFGANG JARAMILLO .,... Enough experience to know, enough youth to undel"lltand. Write-in for Mayor May '1. 6/3
lllt•ll'

Y.o'u

-............
....
.. PART-TIME GARDENER- Landscaper,
-

.-..

florist designer, silm painter, sales promoter. 700 San Mateo NE after :four.
6/1

YOU HAVE lovely eyes, September, to
match your beautiful body. -~
IF YOU THINK ~ou're pregnant & are
confused about it, call AGORA ~'1'1·
31113 or come by the NW corner or
Mella Vista. There are many avenues to
4/26
explore. Let's explore them all.
DON'T KNOW .THE ROPES ON CAMPUS 'l We can helP In finding finance
for schooling, scheduling classes, or advisement. Project Conscjo-Peer CounselinJt, Mesa Vista, Rm 2035, phone 2775/3
2530.
PREGNANT AND NEED HELP'l You
have friends who care at Birthright.
247-9819.

2)

-

LOST&FOUND

FOUND: Kitten-White w/gray spot on
forehead around College Inn. Please call
242·0420.
5/3
LO~T in Columbia-Lend vicinity: Male
Collie-Shepherd, Gray, 5 weeks, REWARD, Ann. 265·2695.
5/3
LOST: ' Cat-Gray-white, gray spot on
chi11, answers to Milhouse, 265·4137, 5/3
"LIONEL," young, healthy, tiger-striped
male kitty lost; 200 block Columbia SE.
Call 268·5704.
5/2
LOST: Male Samoye1l, three-years-old.
Please call 266-2608. Reward for any lnf'o
leading to his return. Owner desperate.
5/2
LOST: Woman's watch between SB & AS
and Education building. Reward. 3463854.
6/1
LOST-RED PRlNT SCARF. Vicinity ot'
Johnson Gym. Phone 243-2475.
4/30
FOUND: 2 rings in ladies' lounge, Fine
Arts bld~. April 22, Claim at 344·6539
after 5:00 pm. Leave you~:" number it'
I'm not home.
4/30

SERVICES

NEED. TYPING? Call New Mexico Edi·
type for fllSt service. 266·4567.
5/3
TAllOO-T.ATTOii;-s .futest in akinetic art.
Astl'o)ogical signs. Bea,utiful designs &
colors. 87'1·9181. Ray.
5/3
TYPING, revising, edition and research:
reasonl'ble rates; UNM e)tpcrience. 266·
2114.
li/3
PROFESSIONAL TYPisT. IBM carbon·
ribbon. Guaranteed accuracy, Reasonable
4/30
rates. 298·'1147.
PASSPORT, lDE~TlFICATION photos.
Lowest prieea In town. fut. pleutns.
1\jear UNM. CaD 266-2444 or come to
1717 Girard N.E.
LEGAL SERVICES. UNII Law Sehool
Clinical Prolrram offel'll lelral aerviea
lor student. and ataff. Fumll!hed bJ
qualifted .law atudentll under faeultJ IU•
perviaion. AvallabllltJ linlited to th01e
whose a111eta .and Income do not exceed
e.stabllshed ~ruidellnes. riOt re~ristratlon
fee. CaD 277·2913 or 277-llfiOC for In·
formation and appolntmmta. SJ)oni!Ored
by Aaaoclated Studel'ltll of UNM.
tfn

• • 4T ·FOR' RENT··

• ,.',, 'l\1 s.· •M arHyn Salazar, minority

WANT TO PAM_P_E_R_Y_O_U_R_S"""E-L...
F...'l-'1'he
Columbian Ea11t and West .Apartment:>
w11re designed with the lltudent i11 mind.
Truly modern con vcniences: heated pool,
rec. room, barbcques. Only 2 blocks from
UN.M 1 1 & 2 bedrooms available NOW.
Reserve an apartment early fol:' the summer, no lease required I Come by or call
Mike or Scott, 209 Columbia SE Apt. #6.
268-8934, 268·1006.
4/30

5)

FOR SALE

HEALTHY 13LAC~ BELGIUM Shepherd
5/3
cross puppies. $10, 898-0614.
RALEloHIO·speeci.i,i;;;:;;j;fot sale, Three
monthS old, excellent condition. 277·2088.
6/3
GIDSON ES-325 electric guitar, cherry-red.
Two pick-ups, $350, Also .Barcus-Ber11y
acoustic pick-up, Mickey, 281-3853, 5/3
COMPLETE TEN GALLON AQUARIUM
set.up, $20. Rossignal Strnto 102, 190cm
with Soloman 602 bindings, skiied one
season, $150 or best ofl'er. 299-1898, 5/3
RALEIGH SUPER COURSE, toe clips, excellent condition, $130. Call 277-4881. li/3
BICYCl-ES. Lowest prices on finest quality
European makes; afternoons, 843·93'78,
6/3
SAVE GAS I HONDA 450ce Scrambler
1972. 7000 mi., ~xcellcnt shape, 266·4636,

recruitment specialist, from the
American Assoc. office for Library
Personnel Resources will be on the
UNM campu~ on Thurs., May 2 from 9
a.m.·l p.m. at thll Learning Materials
Center in the College of Education.
She would like to talk to anY person of
a minority group who is interested in
pursuing Jibrarianship as a career.

5)

FOR SALE

STEREO SPEAKERS, 3-way speaker I!YB·
trm, 24" x 16" walnut fi11ish cabinet, 12"
Woofer, 5'' Midrange, 3"Twecter, cross·
over. Full warranty. Value $299 demonstrator models only $79.50 pel:' pair, Call
765-1!103.
5/3
TURQUOISE & DIAMONDS set ~ gold.
Unusual engagement and wcddirtir rings.
Charly Romero, 268-3896.
li/3
BACKPACKERS - come inspect New
Mexico's most complete selection of
equipment at Back Country Sports, 2t21
San Pedro NE. 266-8113.
5/3
BICYCLES, BICYCLES. 3, 6 A 10 epeeda,
from $79.96. Stop by a look at our new
Japanese Takaras. THE BIKE SHOP,
823 Yale SE, 842·9100.
Un

6 I . EMPLOYMENT

__!?50.
5/3
DAY CAMP COUNSELORS needed, Men
SPA MEMBERSHIP (year) $8.25/mo. $25
afld Women. Call YMCA, 247-88.U. 5/3
transfer tee. Evenings, 299-'1873.
5/3
APPLICATIONS NOW being accepted for
1966 VW BUS. Built-In bed, $999. 266-7140
11174-'15 Junior or Senior UNM atudcnt
IMAGEs-PORTRAIT, PASSPORT. ap.
after li Pm.
.t/30
to work as summer orientation advisor.
plication phototrrapha. Cloee, quick, aane. AKC REGISTERED LABRADOR RE·
June tO-July 15, Pay great, call 2'7'1·3730
2312-A Central SE. Behind Butterftelda.
TRIEVER Puppies. For hunting, t~how
or stop by ~~~~~ta ~~~ 1055:- li/2
266.9957.
1/1
or Pe'::.:_~C~·5482, 2~2-1620.
5/2
APPLICATIONS NOW being taken for a
4) FOR RENT
1957 JAGUAR. 3.4 Sedan. Must sell for
receptionist. Apply in person-Lol-la-pa·
best ofl'er. 265·1436.
5/2
loo-za Hair Design, 1123 Central .NE. li/1
FOR SUMJ\IER-2-bdrms, furnished, 4
bloc}(s UNM, Princeton SE, 261).4137. 8-TRACK-FM stereo cardecll, w/cxtras,
YOUNG LADY to do housework and help
5/3
RT-1020L pioneer open reel. 2 months • in organic gardening and raising flowe!"ll.
4/30
265-2415.
4/30
KACHINA HOUSE,. 2 blocks UNM, 1 bed· ~/q':!~.'! playback, 294-823~.
room, $150. 2 bedroom, $190. Includes '61 RAMBLER, new clutch, call after 4.
7) MISCELLANEOUS
utilities. 301 Harvar~ !'_~· _!65~~~4_8· N~
266·6383.
4/30
I WANT TO UENT or sublet furnished
Niffii:i1:0-suBLET furnished apt. for 7 1962 CHEVROLET TRUCK, good condi·
apt, or furnished house July-August. Any
weeks beginning June 3, preferred walk·
tion, good tires, radio, heater. 212 Mesa .
location. J. Berrymnn, West Main,
ing distnnce from UNM. Need 2 bedrm ·
SE.
4/24
5/3
Ashby, Mass. 01431.
for family of tllre~. V .Pnlazios, 836 East
1st South, Salt Lake City, UU!h, 84102. WE HAVE NITE STANDS !rom Sl9,
WANTED TO BUY, Stereos, TV~, bikes,
5/3
henclboards from $15. mirrors from $15
typewriters, eamcrBB, speakers, etc. Gunplua a.'l.~orted mattresses. chests, dressers,
runn~!_3_!0!._~en!ral NE.
5/_!
SUBJ,ET FOR SUMMEU - Efficicmcy npt.
etc. United Freight Sales, 3920 San
li blocks UNM. $60 month. 842·5588. 6/3 ~~ NE, open seven ~Ys a week. tfn
THUNDERBIRD MAGAZINE- All contributions not used in the last issue can
TWO BEDOOM, wnshcr-drycr, utilities DOMESTIC SEWING MACHINE, built in
be picked up in Rm 205 Journalism.
paid, No pets, $180 starting Mny 16,
button holer, blind heamer, monograms,
1974. Two boys or girls. $50 deposit tc·
sewa on buttons, etc. $t9.95, United
LANDSCAPING &: J,AWN' MAINTEN.
quired. 265·1322, 218 Terrace SE. 5/3
1-'relght Sales, 3920 San Mateo .NE, open
ANCE.. Special low spring rates, 898·
---·
--·-·.
seven
days
a
week.
tfn
9011. 843-9431.
4/24
TWO BEDROOM furnished apts, security
bldg,, launclry, IJBQ's, -i blocks from CLOSE-OUT ON CONSOLE and Com·
UNM. The Zodiac, 419 Vassar SE, ManPonent Stereos. Some slightly damaged,
ngC!r, Apt, #1. 25,5-6780 or 268·3619. li/3
Prices reduced up to 50 per cent. United
Freight Sales, 3920' San Mateo NE, open
SUBLET llh room adobe ncar Old Town.
tfn
seven days a week,
$96. 766-1480 after 10:30 pm.
5/2
PHILHARMONIC
T440
or
.NIKKO
2020
------------------------------·-~
TliE CITADEL APARTMENTS
- An
AM-FM multiplex receiver, Garrard full
apartment complex for the young and
size turntable with cueing device witlt
the young at heart. Rents start at $130.
Shure maR: cartridge, optional 2 matched
Large swimming pool. 1520 University
large 12x2.S walnut finish cabinet.!! with
NE. 243-2494.
·
li/3
12'' woofer!!, 5" midrange, 3" tweeten.
Value S5C9-cash $246 or tenns. Call
RECENTLY RENOVATED ncar Old
Irouse of Sounds, Inc•• 1621 4th NW. '765Town. Many unusual features. $150
1903.
6/3 •
month includes utilitil!l!. 345·4962.
6/2
SUBLEASE-2-bcdrbom furnillhed quiet
apt. May 18·August 26. Campus 1•
Sleeping Bags
block. 247-8716.
li/1
TWO & THREE bdnn housi!S. Ncar UNM
Tents-Boots
& clownto\Vn, 242-'781.t.
6/3
Backpacks-Ruck-Sacs
ONE. TWO .& THREE room efficiencii!S
furnished. Ncar downtown & UNM. 242·
7814.
6/3
LEAS.E FOR SUMMER SEMESTER, Lu·
caya House Apt. Lead &: Maple from
$115/mo. 8ol3-7632 and 265·9593.
trn
DOSQUE PLAZA APARTMENTS. Adobe
Lightweight Equipment
Style-t a 2 Bda. Fum. A: Unfum.•
Utilities. Included. Pool, gu barbeque,
Specialists Sirwe 1967
large bakonies, l!auna, ref. air, 10 min.
from UNM. Waterbede pennltted. From
SlGO.OO. 8201 Marquette NE-2116-110'11.
• 031 San Mateo S.E .
.Studenta a l!rofell!cmt welcome II t
ROOMS FOR RENT during summer on
Join Our Co·op 256-91 90
Ill!. 247·0055 after 5 :llO pm,
5/1
·~·'

~·

TRAIL HAUS

New Mexico
Daily Lobo

,;p

Tonight .from. 6•3o-lo .P,tlh,, tl\e.
Folksong Club will present a benefit ~
concert for the sloop Clearw~ter and 00
her fight against pollution. Set for the ~
sua theater, all proceeds will go
directly towards keeping the ~
Clearwater's efforts alive. Besides c:;
music, a film strip of the sloop will be ~
shown featuring narration and songs by ~
Pete Seeger.

z

.
8

Seminar on freeschools sponsored
b:Y the Women's Center and UNM ~
Child care Co-op today, 1 o- 5 in the ~
sua Rm. 231-E.
-..

Elections to fill vacancies on the ~
Women's Center Coordinating Comm. · g'
will be held at the Women's Center ~
April 29 through May 2 from 8 a:m.-5
p.m. everyday and until 10 p.m. on 'Cj
Toes., April 30. All women are eligible
to vote.

>
2:

Final meeting of the Pentecostal --~
Student Fellowship International for
this semester will be tonight in
SUB-253 at 8:15 p.m. Join us
beforehand at 7:30 on the north Mall
for a songfest,
Applications for Vigilantes, the
Sophomore men's honorary, can be
picked up in Dean Gallegos' office in
Mesa Vista.

Your touqhesl professor just cauCJhl you
In his bedroom wilh his dauCJhler.
He's qradlnc;J your Jinal exam riqht now.
G!>odhlck.

(Ptil::

FREE FILMS
TDMDRRDW

''1 Q

fiNGRY
M€N''
Continuous Showing
. 10 a.m.-3 p.m.
in the SUB Theatre
Sponsored by
STUDENT ACTIVITI~S

Want Ads say it
in a Big Way!l

Classified Advertising Rates

10c per word, $1.00 minimum charge
5 or more consecutive insertions

with no copy changes,
6c per word per day ·

Please place the following classified advertisement in the New Mexico Daily lobo
·
times beginning
, under the heading (circle one): 1.
Personals; 2. Lost & Found; 3. Service; 4. For Rent; 5. For Sale; 6. Employment;
7. Miscellaneous.

60c per day minimum charge
Terms

Cash in advance

UNM P.O. Box 20, ~niversit.y of New Mexico,
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87131

Placed ---~~--~--~

